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ABSTRACT
Improving the performance of information retrieval systems tends
to be narrowly scoped. Often, better prediction performance is
considered the only metric of improvement. As a result, work on
improving information retrieval methods usually focuses on im-
proving the methods’ accuracy. Such a focus is myopic. Instead, as
researchers and practitioners we should adopt a richer perspective
measuring the performance of information retrieval systems. I am
not the first to make this point (see, e.g., [4]), but I want to highlight
dimensions that broaden the scope considered so far and offer a
number of examples to illustrate what this would mean for our
research agendas.

First, trustworthiness is a prerequisite for people, organizations,
and societies to use AI-based, and, especially, machine learning-
based systems in general, and information retrieval systems in
particular. Trust can be gained in an intrinsic manner by revealing
the inner workings of an AI-based system, i.e., through explainabil-
ity. Or it can be gained extrinsically by showing, in a principled
or empirical manner, that a system upholds verifiable guarantees.
Such guarantees should obtained for the following dimensions (at
a minimum): (i) accuracy, including well-defined and explained
contexts of usage; (ii) reliability, including exhibiting parity with
respect to sensitive attributes; (iii) repeatable and reproducible re-
sults, including audit trails; (iv) resilience to adversarial examples,
distributional shifts; and (v) safety, including privacy-preserving
search and recommendation.

Second, in information retrieval, our experiments are mostly
conducted in controlled laboratory environments. Extrapolating
this information to evaluate the real-world effects often remains
a challenge. This is particularly true when measuring the impact
of information retrieval systems across broader scales, both tem-
porally and spatially. Conducting controlled experimental trials
for evaluating real-world impacts of information retrieval systems
can result in depicting a snapshot situation, where systems are
tailored towards that specific environment. As society is constantly
changing, the requirements set for information retrieval systems are
changing as well, resulting in short-term and long-term feedback
loops with interactions between society and information retrieval
systems.
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